Howard Johnson

President Johnson is in favor of "one position that we want the continuation of a high caliber undergraduate body that is fairly small. A significant change will be an increase in the number of coeds as the new wing of McCormick Hall is finished.

The current expansion of the physical plant will take greatly due to the decreasing pressure from the Twentieth Century Flu. Additional changes in the next few years will be "in the sense of beauty, and we are going to take care of student attitudes in this respect." This will bring more emphasis on the mold type, probably on a smaller scale.

Continued expansion

The Institute is constantly looking for new land to build on in order to have as much as possible. "However, MIT is a toy in the hands of American Technology, and as such will continue to expand to keep up with scientific developments. We need to expand because we have these needs."

By Tom Baruch

For MIT's student government and athletics the future is most promising. In addition to immediate activities, all student organizations now have a native ability to influence administrators through feedback, participation and interest. Just as over 30 years ago student sentiment expressed through class government resulted in student control, the role of student innovations and ideas is shaping the physical and intellectual future of the Institute.

Though it is hard to predict specific changes that will take place in years to come, student government will continue to accomplish things in this tradition. Class student government will always provide machinery for the necessary class actions in addition to sponsoring special projects.

Increasing scope

Student government promises to improve living group relations. Jim Sowers '67, editor of the Index, feels that future governments will place more emphasis on doing and justifying the work. "The nature of class government, there of which are the only things we can do; however, to quote Dave Sanders '67, FISB/board chairman, "the scope of government is increasing, and will continue to increase."

Class student government can be found in the Student Committee on Education and Research (SCER) or Student Committee on Environment (SCE). Within MIT's group government, fraternities will remain strong and effective and effective.

To meet the demands which this year of precedent imposes, student government must be proactive and effective. Those students working on In-Committee this year's efforts were centered to move the Student Center and the relations to this point.

Such ways, this year's work is completely different. We will probably get no great organizational change in the past. Nevertheless, it is a very important year, a year of precedent.

Expanding activities

These students who enter MIT this fall will enter into more responsibilities of activity than before. The Class of 75 will be the first to come into a Habitat and functioning Student Center. Their arrival will mark the already rapid growth of student activities and govern-

By Frank March

MIT looks at '66-'67; predicts more of everything

MIT athletics encourage participation

By Dan Dugdole

The Institute's athletic program, which is as in the past, will be based upon the premise that participation in sports is an essential part of American Technology, and as such will continue to expand to keep up with scientific developments. We need to expand because we have these needs.
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